
moody tuesday

- 60 minutes
- two outfits and/or
locations
- a blend of standard
portraits and creative
images
- edited images in 6 weeks
- 100+ final images

- 90 minutes
- held indoors at prairiewood's stone house
property one rotating tuesday a month
- unlimited outfits 
- can be any type of portrait session-
commonly booked as "moodoir"
- edited images in 6 weeks
- 100+ images

one hour portrait

20 minute portrait

- 20 minutes
- one outfit, one location
- assorted arrangments and groupings- "look
at the camera and smile" standard style
images-- not a creative session. great for
updating family photos, families with older
children, etc.
- you recieve images in 6 weeks 
- approximately 20 final images

$250

$425

$500



the experiencethe experience
collectioncollection

let's go somewhere!
we can jump in the car and go walk the dogs; go
grab a drink; catch a sunset; go to pottery class; drive
to the coast, take a swim; hike in the woods... so many
options... so much possibility.

-edited images in
6-10 weeks

-sessions more
than 20 minutes
from MHK will
incude mileage
-more than 2

hours will include an
overnight as well

 
 
 
 

- a half-day session, 4-5
hours
- I will come to you; photos
will happen in your home, and
or a combination of
adventures
- this is not constant
photographing, we will shoot
on and off in pockets of light,
and through various activities 
- $300 retainer, remaining
payment split in 1/2

- unlimited outfits
- multiple locations
- 250+ final images
- your favorite image as
a 24x36 print

highly artistichighly artistic
and lifestyleand lifestyle
sessionsession

$1300

it's all about you +
your love

if you love art... if you feel lots of feelings... thisif you love art... if you feel lots of feelings... this
session is for yousession is for you

WE WILL CHASE SO MUCH LIGHT


